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A B S T R A C T

A new two-tone test method for radio frequency power amplifiers is presented. The test signal is a two-tone probing-signal superimposed on large-signals of different amplitude. The amplifier is, thus, excited in different amplitude regions. The amplitude and phase of the 3rd order intermodulation (IM) products are measured vs. frequency spacing and probing-signal amplitude in each region. The IM magnitude is a measure of the nonlinearity, while the frequency dependence and asymmetry are measures of the memory effects in the different regions. A Doherty and a class-AB amplifier were tested. For both amplifiers the IM magnitude increased by ~15 dB from the lowest to the highest amplitude region. For the Doherty amplifier the behavior of the IM products vs. frequency spacing was similar in all regions, indicating similar memory effects. For the class-AB amplifier the IM vs. frequency spacing was significantly different in the different regions, which indicates different memory effects.

1. Introduction

The radio frequency (RF) power amplifier (PA) plays an important role in modern telecommunication radio base stations, where it consumes a significant portion of the power. Large research activities have therefore been conducted to increase the power efficiency while keeping the signal distortions at low enough levels to meet the spectrum mask required by regulatory authorities [1,2]. Consequently, there are a number of ways to characterize the nonlinear and dynamic properties of RF PAs. Nonlinear properties of RF PAs can be quantified by various metrics, such as the 3rd order intercept point and the 1 dB compression point [3,4].

In two-tone tests, a dual frequency signal is used to excite the RF PA. The 3rd order intermodulation (IM3) products are measured at frequencies in the passband close to the center frequency. If the tone separation is swept, the IM products’ amplitude vs. tone separation can be analyzed. Asymmetry of the amplitude or phase of the upper and lower IM products as well as frequency dependence have been shown to indicate memory effects in the PA’s nonlinear transfer function [5–8]. By analyzing the measured IM amplitude vs. the amplitude of the test signal, the transition from small to large signal regime of a device can be identified [9]. In [10], a figure of merit derived from the results of a two-tone test is proposed for the memory part of the IM products. Two-tone measurements are also used to validate microwave transistor circuit models [11]. Although measuring and analyzing the IM amplitude is the most common in two-tone tests, the measurement and analysis of the IM phase has also attracted attention [12,13] and been shown to be more sensitive than the IM amplitude to memory effects in some cases [13,8].

Several modifications of the two-tone test have been reported. In [14] a method was proposed for characterizing the static nonlinear amplitude-to-amplitude modulation (AM/AM) and amplitude-to-phase modulation (AM/PM) behavior of an RF PA by combining a continuous wave test and two-tone test. In [15] a method for determining the static AM/AM and AM/PM distortion of satellite transponders from a three tone test was presented. A large carrier and two tones of unequal amplitude were used. Two tones of different amplitude were used in [16] to determine AM/AM and AM/PM vs. amplitude and a three box amplifier model was identified. In a recent paper a two-tone test for characterization of nonlinear dynamic effects in concurrent dual band amplifiers was proposed [17]. Two two-tone signals of different frequency spacing were generated at carrier frequencies of large separation and the inter- and cross-modulation products were measured.

A Volterra series can describe any causal time invariant nonlinear dynamic system with memory [18]. To determine the general
Volterra kernel corresponding to the 3rd order IM products, one has to perform three-tone tests and separate the 3rd order products from the higher order products at the same output frequency [19]. In hot scattering parameter (S-parameter) measurements, a device is excited by a large-signal (or pump-signal) at one frequency and simultaneously by a small-signal (or probing-signal) at a second frequency [20,21]. The S-parameter is then measured at the frequency of the small-signal. Thus, the S-parameter, which is a measure of a device’s linear response, is measured at large-signal conditions where the device is operated in its nonlinear regime.

Using digital predistortion (DPD), an RF PA is linearized by applying an algorithm to the digital input signal, that is, the inverse of the PA’s nonlinear dynamic transfer function. In the general case, i.e., a Volterra series, the inverse function would be of the same nonlinear order and with larger memory depth than the forward transfer function [22]; the number of parameters would be too large for practical implementations. One solution to the problem has been to use switched models, in which different models are used in different amplitude regions of the PA’s input signal [23,24]. The models for the different amplitude regions can be of lower nonlinear order and have fewer parameters than the full inverse model of the RF PA.

Doherty RF PAs are used extensively in telecommunication applications because of their high power efficiency [25,26]. Doherty RF PAs have a main amplifier—typically operating in class AB—that operates in the small-signal region and a peak amplifier—typically operating in class C—that only operates when there is a peak in the input signal. Both amplifiers operate in the large-signal region (so-called Doherty region) [27]. The measured IM products of a two-tone test of a Doherty are then the combined products of the main and peak amplifiers [28]. The relative influence from the two amplifiers varies significantly between different input power levels.

In this paper, we propose a method for measuring the response to a two-tone excitation of RF PAs at different large-signal amplitudes. The method resembles the hot S-parameter measurements in the way that the device is excited simultaneously by a large- and a probing-signal. The large-signal drives the device into its nonlinear regime. However, the test signal is used for measuring the IM products in different amplitude regions. Several papers report on two-tone tests where both the amplitude and frequency separation are scanned [5–7] but without any large-signal excitation. The difference of our method from that in [15] is that we use large-signals of different amplitude and sweep the probing-signals frequency and amplitude. To our knowledge this is the first report where a large-signal excitation – as in hot S-parameter measurements – is combined with a two-tone probing-signal excitation. The method is similar to two-tone test methods that use a two-tone signal generated in baseband and subsequently upconverted to RF [29,30]. The advantages of such methods are that the IM amplitude and phase can be measured without any nonlinear reference and multiple measurements can be averaged to improve signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). We believe that the proposed method could be useful when designing and analyzing Doherty RF PAs and when developing switched DPD algorithms.

2. Theory

2.1. Regional signal and Volterra model

The two-tone test is a standard method for characterizing the nonlinear memory effects of RF power amplifiers. The RF input signal can be written as

\[ s_{in}(t) = Re\{A_1e^{j(\omega_1t+\phi_1)} + A_2e^{j(\omega_2t+\phi_2)}\}, \]  

where \( Re \) denotes the real part of the equation, \( \omega_1, \omega_2 = 2\pi f_1 \) and \( \phi_1, \phi_2 \) are the amplitude, frequency, and phase of the first tone of \( s_{in}(t) \), respectively, and \( A_1, A_2 = 2\pi f_2 \) and \( \phi_3, \phi_4 \) represent the second tone. The tones are centered around a center frequency, \( f_c \), and separated by \( \Delta f \), such that \( f_1 = f_c - \Delta f / 2 \) and \( f_2 = f_c + \Delta f / 2 \). A large input signal may drive the power amplifiers into its nonlinear operating range. As a consequence of nonlinearity, IM products appear in the PA’s output signal. A full Volterra model of order \( p \) can be used to model the nonlinear behavior of the PA [31,32]. An odd order Volterra model is used for a PA where signals in a passband around \( f_c \) are considered [33]. The output signal, \( s_{out}(t) \), is

\[ s_{out}(t) = s_{out,1}(t) + s_{out,3}(t) + \ldots + s_{out,p}(t), \]  

where \( s_{out,1}(t) \) and \( s_{out,3}(t) \) are the first- and third-order terms, respectively, and they are defined as

\[ s_{out,1}(t) = \int h_1(t) s_{in}(t-\tau) d\tau, \]  

and

\[ s_{out,3}(t) = \int \int h_3(t_1, t_2, t_3) s_{in}(t-t_1) s_{in}(t-t_2) s_{in}(t-t_3) d\tau_1 d\tau_2 d\tau_3, \]

where \( h_1(t) \) and \( h_3(t_1, t_2, t_3) \) are the first- and third-order time-domain impulse responses, respectively [32], and ‘ denotes the complex conjugate. We are interested in the output signal at the fundamental and IM3 frequencies. Therefore, a frequency domain representation of Eq. (2) is preferable. For the input signal of Eq. (1), the linear term of the output signal, \( s_{out,1}(t) \), can be written as [32]

\[ s_{out,1}(t) = Re\{H_1(j\omega_1) A_1 e^{j(\omega_1 t + \phi_1)} + H_1(j\omega_2) A_2 e^{j(\omega_2 t + \phi_2)}\}, \]  

where \( H_1(j\omega) \) is the linear frequency-domain response,

\[ H_1(j\omega) = \int h_1(t) e^{-j\omega t} dt. \]  

The IM components produced by the odd-order terms at frequencies \( 2\omega_1 - \omega_2 \) and \( 2\omega_2 - \omega_1 \) are

\[ IM_{2\omega_1-\omega_2} = Re\{[(6/8)H_3(j\omega_1, j\omega_2, j-\omega_1)]A_1^2A_2 \]  

\[ + (10/8)H_5(j\omega_1, j\omega_2, j-\omega_1, j-\omega_2)A_1^4A_2 \]  

\[ + (15/8)H_7(j\omega_1, j\omega_2, j-\omega_1, j-\omega_2)A_1^6 + \ldots\} \times e^{j(2\omega_1 - \omega_2 + 2\phi_1 - \phi_2)}, \]  

and

\[ IM_{2\omega_2-\omega_1} = Re\{[(6/8)H_3(j\omega_2, j\omega_1, j-\omega_2)A_1^2A_2^3 \]  

\[ + (10/8)H_5(j\omega_2, j\omega_1, j-\omega_2, j-\omega_1)A_1^4A_2 \]  

\[ + (15/8)H_7(j\omega_2, j\omega_1, j-\omega_2, j-\omega_1)A_1^6A_2^3 + \ldots\} \times e^{j(2\omega_2 - \omega_1 + 2\phi_2 - \phi_1)}, \]  

where \( IM_{2\omega_1-\omega_2} \) and \( IM_{2\omega_2-\omega_1} \) are the lower and upper IM products, respectively. Notice that the seventh-order and higher order terms also contribute to the output signal at \( 2\omega_1 - \omega_2 \) and \( 2\omega_2 - \omega_1 \). Typically the 3rd order term is dominating, hence the term IM3 [33]. \( H_n(j\omega_1, \ldots, j\omega_n) \) is the nth-order frequency-domain response function or Volterra kernel defined as [32]

\[ H_n(j\omega_1, \ldots, j\omega_n) = \int \int \int \int h_n(t_1, \ldots, t_n) e^{-j(\omega_1 t_1 + \ldots + \omega_n t_n)} d\tau_1 \cdots d\tau_n. \]  

The pure two-tone signal results in several mixing products in the passband around \( \omega_2 \). The 3rd order mixing frequencies and the corresponding Volterra kernels are given in Table 1.
The purpose of the presented work is to characterize the memory effects of a PA using a two-tone measurement in different regions. Fig. 1(a) shows the real valued output vs. input baseband signal of an amplifier which illustrates the division into different regions, and in Fig. 1(b) input baseband signals operating in four regions are shown. By upconverting the baseband signal to RF, the signal in the $i$th region is given by

$$s_{in,i}(t) = \text{Re} \left( A_1 e^{(\omega_1 t + \phi_1)} + A_2 e^{(\omega_2 t + \phi_2)} + A_c e^{(\omega_c t + \phi)} \right),$$

where $i = 1, \ldots, 4$ in Fig. 1, and $s_{in,i}(t)$ is the input signal in the $i$th region. $A_c, \omega_c, \phi_c$ represent the amplitude, frequency, and phase of the large-signal (third-tone) of the $i$th region, respectively. The first and second terms at frequencies $\omega_1$ and $\omega_2$ in Eq. (10) define the probing-signal. In the first region, the RF signal is a pure two-tone signal, therefore $A_c = 0$; however, for the other regions, $A_c \neq 0$, for $i = 2, \ldots, 4$. The IM products of Eq. (10) at frequencies $2\omega_1 - \omega_2$ and $2\omega_2 - \omega_1$ are

$$\text{IM}_{2\omega_1 - \omega_2} = \text{Re} \left( [6/8] H_5(j \omega_1, j \omega_1, -j \omega_2) A_1^2 A_2^2 + \ldots \times e^{(2\omega_1 t - 2\omega_2 - \phi_2)} \right),$$

and

$$\text{IM}_{2\omega_2 - \omega_1} = \text{Re} \left( [6/8] H_5(j \omega_2, j \omega_2, -j \omega_1) A_1^2 A_2^2 + \ldots \times e^{(2\omega_2 t - 2\omega_1 - \phi_1)} \right).$$

Introducing the amplitudes $A_c$, we get a three-tone signal and multiple mixing products. In addition to the IM3 products of Table 1, which are caused by a pure two-tone signal, Table 2 shows the mixing frequencies and Volterra kernels of a three-tone signal. A description of a three-tone test for determining and analyzing Volterra kernels is given in [19].

### Table 1
3rd order Volterra kernels of a pure two-tone signal.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Kernel</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$H_1(j \omega_1, j \omega_1, -j \omega_1)$</td>
<td>$\omega_1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>$H_1(j \omega_1, j \omega_2, -j \omega_2)$</td>
<td>$\omega_1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>$H_1(j \omega_2, j \omega_2, -j \omega_1)$</td>
<td>$\omega_1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>$H_1(j \omega_1, j \omega_1, -j \omega_1)$</td>
<td>$\omega_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>$H_1(j \omega_1, j \omega_2, -j \omega_2)$</td>
<td>$2\omega_1 - \omega_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>$H_1(j \omega_2, j \omega_2, -j \omega_1)$</td>
<td>$2\omega_1 - \omega_2$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2
3rd order Volterra kernels of a three-tone signal in addition to the kernels of Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Kernel</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$H_3(j \omega_1, j \omega_1, -j \omega_1)$</td>
<td>$\omega_1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>$H_3(j \omega_1, j \omega_2, -j \omega_2)$</td>
<td>$\omega_1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>$H_3(j \omega_1, j \omega_2, -j \omega_2)$</td>
<td>$\omega_1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>$H_3(j \omega_1, j \omega_1, -j \omega_1)$</td>
<td>$\omega_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>$H_3(j \omega_1, j \omega_2, -j \omega_2)$</td>
<td>$2\omega_1 - \omega_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>$H_3(j \omega_1, j \omega_2, -j \omega_2)$</td>
<td>$2\omega_1 - \omega_2$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2. Identification

The identification of the IM products was performed by taking the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of the signals of each region and extracting the components at the desired frequencies. The number of DFT points, $\omega_1$ and $\omega_2$ were chosen properly to avoid DFT leakage at the fundamental and IM3 frequencies [34]. The magnitudes of the IM3 products relative to the fundamental components are given by [30]

$$|\text{IM}_{3\omega_1 - \omega_2}| = |S_{out}(j2\omega_1 - j\omega_2)| / |S_{out}(j\omega_1)|$$

and

$$|\text{IM}_{3\omega_2 - \omega_1}| = |S_{out}(j2\omega_2 - j\omega_1)| / |S_{out}(j\omega_2)|,$$

where $S_{out}(j\omega)$ is the DFT of $s_{out}(t)$ at frequency $\omega$. The relative phases of IM3 are [30]

$$\angle \text{IM}_{3\omega_1 - \omega_2} = \angle S_{out}(j2\omega_1 - j\omega_2) - \angle S_{out}(j\omega_1)$$

and

$$\angle \text{IM}_{3\omega_2 - \omega_1} = \angle S_{out}(j2\omega_2 - j\omega_1) - \angle S_{out}(j\omega_2).$$

3. Experimental

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2. A digital baseband signal is produced in the computer and loaded into a Rohde &
ranged from 3 dBm. For each large-signal power, the experimental test was performed with different probing-signal powers. In the case of the class-AB amplifier, the probing-signal power ranged from 1 dBm, 0.5 dBm, and 1 dBm, 0.5 dBm, and 3 dBm. For each large-signal power, the experimental test was performed with different probing-signal powers. In the case of the Doherty amplifier, the probing-signal power ranged from -10 dBm to -30 dBm with steps of 2 dB, and for the class-AB amplifier, it ranged from -21 dBm to -13 dBm with the same step. The baseband signal varies smoothly in the transition time between two regions to avoid any transition effects. The length of the signal in each region was 1 ms (not including the transition time). The minimum tone separation, $\Delta f$, was 4 kHz, and the maximum was 20 MHz. The carrier frequency of the upconverter was 2.14 GHz in the VSG. A synchronization signal is necessary to synchronize the input and output signals. A signal with low correlation lags was used to enhance the time synchronization. The amplitude of the synchronization signal was small enough to be in the linear range of the amplifier. The synchronization signal was the same in all the tests to avoid having the variation in the test signal affect the synchronization and hence the measured phase values. Synchronization of input and output signals was performed in post processing, as described in [31].

In this work, the number of measurements was $M = 10$ for both PAs, giving a 10 dB SNR gain.

4. Results

The amplitude and phase of the IM3 of the Doherty and class-AB amplifiers were determined in the regions and for the two-tone signals described above.

In Fig. 4(a) and (b), output-input power and phase distortion plots of the Doherty amplifier are shown, respectively, for different regions (R1, …, R6) where the power of the probing-signal is $-30$ dBm and $\Delta f = 100$ kHz. Each region has an overlap in amplitude with its neighboring region. In the highest region, R6, the power of the large-signal is $-16$ dBm, which causes approximately -3 dB of compression. However, in the lowest region, R1, the amplifier has a linear characteristic. The relative phase of the measured signal corresponding to the input signal is close to zero in the lowest region, indicating a linear characteristic, while it has more deviations in the higher regions indicating, more memory effects [23].

Fig. 5 shows the relative magnitude and phase of the IM3 products vs. tone-spacing in the Doherty amplifier. As illustrated in Fig. 5(a), the IM3 magnitude varies strongly between different regions, which indicates that the PA’s nonlinearities distort the signal differently in different regions; in the higher regions, the signal is more distorted. The asymmetry of the lower and upper IM3 is small for low tone-spacing ($\Delta f < 10$ kHz) in all regions, but it is considerable in the range of 100 kHz to 1 MHz, which indicates that the memory effects are strongest in this frequency range. The other result from the figure is that the behavior of IM3 vs. $\Delta f$
is similar in all regions. However, the asymmetry around $\Delta f \approx 100$ kHz is less pronounced in the highest and lowest regions, which indicates smaller memory effects in these regions. The asymmetry tends to increase at the highest frequencies (at $\Delta f > 10$ MHz). In Fig. 5(b), the relative phases in the different regions have similar behavior as the magnitude in Fig. 5(a). It indicates that the strongest memory effect is in the higher regions. The corresponding structures seen in the magnitude and phase are expected because the magnitude and phase are related by dispersion relations also for nonlinear systems [19].

Fig. 6 shows the relative magnitude of the IM3 products of the Doherty amplifier vs. large-signal power where the probing-signal power varies from $-38$ dBm to $-30$ dBm, and $\Delta f = 100$ kHz. The IM3 magnitude in the different regions, i.e., large-signal amplitudes, can be seen as a measure of the “local” nonlinearity of the amplifier. As seen in the figure, the magnitude of the IM3 remains approximately constant in the lowest regions and increases in the higher regions. Thus, the nonlinear distortion is larger for higher large-signal power, cf. Fig. 4, where the deviation from the straight line is largest in the highest regions.
The output vs. input power and phase distortion characteristics of the class-AB amplifier in different regions are shown in Fig. 7(a) and (b), respectively. The power of the probing-signal is \(-13\) dBm, and the tone-space is \(D\) \(f = 100\) kHz. In the lowest region, \(R_1\), the magnitude is linear and the phase is around zero. There is a large scattering in the phase values for low input amplitudes because of poor SNR. The amplifier has different characteristics in the higher regions. The compression and phase distortion increase in the higher regions.

Fig. 8 illustrates the relative magnitude and phase of the IM3 products vs. tone-space for the class-AB amplifier. The class-AB amplifier has different behavior compared to the Doherty amplifier (cf. Fig. 5). The IM3 vs. \(D\) \(f\) has different types of behavior in different regions. In the first region, \(R_1\), there is a clear increase in IM3 magnitude with \(D\) \(f\); in regions \(R_3\)–\(R_6\), there is a clear decrease. The IM3 magnitude in \(R_2\) shows a transition behavior from \(R_1\) to \(R_3\)–\(R_6\). Furthermore, the similarity in the IM3 vs. \(D\) \(f\) between the different regions is not as high as in Fig. 5. The relative phase of

Fig. 7. The amplitude and phase characteristics of the class-AB amplifier. (a) Output vs. input power and (b) phase distortion characteristics of the class-AB amplifier with a \(-13\) dBm probing-signal in different regions and \(D\) \(f = 100\) kHz.

Fig. 8. IM3 vs. \(D\) \(f\) of the class-AB amplifier. (a) The relative magnitude and (b) phase of IM3 of the class-AB amplifier vs. \(D\) \(f\) with a \(-13\) dBm probing-signals in different regions.

Fig. 9. Relative IM3 magnitude vs. large-signal power of the class-AB amplifier. The probing-signal power varies as shown in the legend at \(D\) \(f = 100\) kHz.
the IM3 in region R1 has different behavior than that in regions R3–R6. In region R2, there is small asymmetry and frequency dependence. A transition behavior from R1 to R3–R6, corresponding to the one in Fig. 8(a), is seen.

In Fig. 9, the relative magnitude of the IM3 products for the class-AB amplifier are shown vs. large-signal power at $\Delta f = 100$ kHz and different probing-signal powers. The main features are the same as in Fig. 6 for the Doherty amplifier. However, the IM3 magnitude is smaller, indicating lower nonlinear distortion in all regions. There are also clear minima for a large-signal power of $-3$ dBm and probing-signal powers of $-19$ dBm and $-21$ dBm.

5. Discussion and conclusion

The number of regions used in the described method is somewhat arbitrary. It has to be a compromise between resolution and clearness. It is natural to have the lowest region where the amplifier is linear and the highest at amplitudes that cause compression. The used frequency spacing depends, in practice, on the instrumentation and the intended application. The lowest used two-tone amplitude values are given by the noise floor of the instrumentation, and the upper are given by the instrumentation and the dynamic range of the DUT. As in a conventional two-tone test, the length of the memory effects that can be detected with the proposed method depends on the used maximum and minimum frequencies. The memory effects that have time constants of the same order or larger than the length of each two-tone sequence will not be detected. The method of identification used in this paper was compared with the least squares estimation (LSE) method [30]. The evaluation confirmed that both methods give similar results.

We believe that the proposed method could be of more use than conventional two-tone tests when designing switched DPD algorithms; the nonlinear order of the different regions could be estimated from the IM level for the different regions. The memory requirements could be estimated from the IM vs. frequency separation for the different regions.

Furthermore, Doherty amplifiers could be investigated by the proposed method. In particular, the properties in the Doherty region could be investigated in more detail than with a conventional two-tone test. It should be mentioned that we did tests with a large signal that had a slowly varying envelope, corresponding to a frequency close to the carrier. With such signal, the different regions do not become that well defined, the data processing becomes somewhat more difficult, and the results are noisier in some regions. The main results were, however, similar to those presented here.
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